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The Grosse Pointe War Memorial
By Keith Kodet,

I

f you have ever driven
through the Grosse Pointe
communities in Michigan, you
may have noticed a massive,
white mansion at 32 Lake Shore
Drive, set back near the water
with a large parking lot out front
and stone columns at the street
side. Next to a historic church,
it features an unassuming sign
declaring it to be the Grosse
Pointe War Memorial. I myself
have driven past this property
for decades, believing it to be
some sort of museum or military establishment. However, I
recently had the opportunity to get to know the premises first

ThumbPrint News Contributor

hand, and found more about
the interesting history of this
grand palace, which was
hidden in plain sight all along.
Its story starts over 170 years
ago...
Orphaned at the age of 12,
with two younger siblings,
Russell Alexander Alger had
already been working for
neighboring farms around
his birthplace in Lafayette
Township, Ohio. As a child
of an impoverished family, he
would often work for only pennies a day, or even for just simple
provisions to help provide for his poor family, even though he
See WAR MEMORIAL Page 20

Why White? A Look Behind Bridal Traditions and Rituals

O

By Laura Irwin,

nce upon a time...a wedding dress wasn’t white,
bridesmaids were decoys for demonic spirits, groomsmen
were called bride knights, guests threw shoes at the bride and cake
wasn’t present at the feast. Though these traditions and rituals
that date back to biblical and ancient Roman times have evolved,
it’s evident they are still influencing weddings to this day.
From biblical times through the early 19th century, brides
did not traditionally wear white. Not only was a white dress
disdained as impractical, it was not financially wise for brides
to purchase a dress to wear only once. Most brides simply wore
their fanciest dress on their wedding day. For brides in the lower
classes, that often meant wearing a black, brown or gray dress.
Brides of more well-to-do families wore showier gowns in lush
fabrics like velvet, silk or satin in rich jewel tones, featuring gold

ThumbPrint News Staff Writer

and silver embroidery, as well as
fur. But these dresses could and
would be worn again.
Wedding garments of biblical
times are believed to have been of
linen, wool and more rarely, silk,
in the form of a colorful, sashed
or belted robe. The lavishness of
the garment would be determined
by the wealth of the family. It
would also have been typical for the Wedding relief – ancient Rome
bride to adorn herself in jewels, from a jeweled headpiece with a
veil, to necklaces, belts and bracelets on her wrists and ankles. The
men would spend several days of festivities including drinking,
See WHY WHITE? Page 8
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Remembering My Father

It has been almost 11 years since my father, Gordon Keith Glaza,
took his last breath at the age of 92, but I think of him often and it
doesn’t seem like that much time has passed.
My father, who went mostly by his middle name of Keith, was
born in August of 1917, on either the 26th or the 28th day. His death
certificate says it was the 26th, but my grandmother, who had quite a
stern demeanor, always insisted it was the 28th, adding that, “I ought to
know his birthday, as I was the one who had him!” She lived to be 98
years old, so it appears that I have longevity in my family. (As a side
note, my fourth great grandfather lived to be 101 years old and served
in the army under George Washington. His Revolutionary War records
show that he was at Valley Forge that fateful winter when most of the
army was sick and absent many days, according to the roll-call records
that have been preserved. He never missed one day! He went on to have
22 children by two different wives!)
ThumbPrint News is a monthly
Anyway, back to my father. There are so many things I remember
publication provided free to our readers
about him and love about him, but it is the quirky parts of his personality
online and is distributed to prime
and the stories that go along with them that I remember the most.
locations throughout the Thumb area.
My father was not religious – at least not in the sense of being a
We encourage our readers to support
church-goer. However, my mother was a devout Catholic. My father
the advertisers who made this issue
supported her beliefs by making sure she and my sister and I got to
possible. Tell them you saw their ads in
church every Sunday. It
ThumbPrint News!
didn’t matter where
ThumbPrint News is not responsible
we were or what other
or liable for opinions and/or ideas
things we were doing.
expressed by columnists or guest writers,
I remember the time
or articles not written by our staff.
when I was around 10
years old and we were
ThumbPrint News can be mailed
camping in the northern
directly to your home for as low as
woods of Canada –
$2.50 an issue! Call (810) 794-2300
not luxury camping,
to find out how! Or you can check out
but backwoods, tent
ThumbPrintNews.com/Subscribe
Keith shaving at a Canadian campsite
camping. We were not near
for more information.
much of a town. However, my father either found or previously knew
about a small church in the woods attended mostly by First Nation’s
people. He drove us there and waited in the car. My mother, sister
and I had to stand outside with quite a large crowd and not more than
half way through the service, a bee landed on my arm and stung me. Of
course, being a child still, I started to cry. An old Indian gentleman came
over to my mother and told her to have me “pee” and rub some on my
arm to make the sting go away. I don’t believe I did that, but I think the
idea of doing that even to me as a child seemed strange – strange enough
for me to quit crying so I wouldn’t be made to do it!
Another vivid memory I have of my father was how he got us to do
chores at home to earn extra money. He hated, and I mean HATED, the
seeds of the maple trees in our yard that swirled down out of the trees in
springtime like mini-helicopters. They made his “pristine” yard look like
a mess. So, he would pay my sister and I one cents a can (like the kind
soup would come in) to pick up the seeds in the yard and put them in the
Keith Glaza and our dog, Rags
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garbage cans. (Imagine getting kids today to do that! But
back then, candy bars were only 5 cents – or only 4 cents at
one special store we would go to.)
The problem was that my sister and I would fight over
whose area different sections of the grass belonged to. So, my
father, ever the problem solver, roped off two different sections so
we each would have our own to collect seeds from!
In fact, dividing lines were one of his favorite problem solvers. When
we started fighting about sharing the same bedroom and putting our
stuff on each other’s side, he solved it by placing tape down the middle
of the hardwood floor so we each had our own private section! Problem
was, I had the door on my side, so my sister had to jump about a yard
from her side over the line to get her feet out the door!
I was fortunate to have my father live with me for the last ten years
of his life. It was not an easy adjustment at first for him. He was used
to being independent and even though he had his own apartment in part
of the home, he didn’t like the idea of relying on anyone but himself.
He was stubborn too.
I remember one day when I was still teaching and got up early to go
to school. We had had maybe three to four inches of snow the night
before, with at least ½ inch of ice on top of everything. It took me some
time to clear my windshield before I could proceed on to my job.
When I got home later that afternoon, my dad was out and about, as
his Tahoe was not in the driveway. The Tahoe had four-wheel drive, so
I knew he could get through pretty well on the roads, which had been
mostly cleared by then. A couple of hours later, he came home, with his
right arm in a cast!
It took some time to get the actual story out of him, but, apparently,
when he had gone out to get his car ready to go run some errands,
there was a lot of ice on his car windshield. He couldn’t locate his ice
scraper, and became increasingly irritated (or at least I am imagining),
so he started to pound the ice with his hand and arm to dislodge the
ice. He must have hit it pretty good because in the process, he broke
a bone in his arm. Rather than calling me at the school, he proceeded
to drive himself to the emergency room, where they set and casted his
arm. Talk about stubborn! I may know where I inherited that streak of
stubbornness that some say I have!
I remember many things about
my father – his work ethic, his
intelligence, his love of fishing,
hunting and being outside in the
woods, but it is funny how those
stories and many more like it
are the things I remember the
most. Happy Father’s Day in
Heaven, Dad, or wherever you
believe you were going upon
your death. You will always be
special to me in my heart and in
Keith with Diane and newborn great
my memories.
granddaughter, Abigail.
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JUst Breathe
By Rita MacDonald, ThumbPrint News Columnist
It is NO COINCIDENCE that every single
time I get into my car after a shift in the
Great Are You, Lord
Medical ICU at Royal Oak Beaumont,
by All Sons & Daughters
this one song is playing. And it was also
NO COINCIDENCE that my dear friend,
You give life, You are love
Jean Sanders, texted me the words to it
You bring light to the darkness
this morning, seen to the right, along with
You give hope, You restore
the message that is so worth sharing,
Every heart that is broken
seen below.

OIL CHANGE
SPECIAL
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Major Brands • No Synthetic • Up to 5 Quarts
*Plus Oil Disposal ($2), Shop Supplies ($2),
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Sept. 11-12 8am
- 4pm
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“As a respiratory therapist, since the
very first time I heard this song, I
resonated with it. I am an awful singer,
but I sing a loud, joyful noise unto
the Lord when I hear this tune! I have
watched people for a lifetime take their
last breaths, and often wonder what
was between their first breaths and
their last breaths, wishing I had more
time to know about their in-betweens.
People are not taking their breaths for
granted these days. Whether it is the
sick or those having to wear masks,
people are concentrating on their
breaths. We are given our breaths to
pour out His praise. Some days we are
just better at that than others. Like
you, this past month I have no words,
mostly for what we have seen at the
hospital, and wish I had taken notes
along the way; but, it feels often as if
you’re shell-shocked and don’t want
to focus any extra minutes on what
you’ve been through.”
				
– Jean Sanders
Respiratory Therapist, my sister in Christ,
and my friend

Jean’s text was so worth sharing,
that I sent the entire text to a number
of people, one of whom was Cathi. Her
response was this: “Such a wonderful
song, so appropriate for her work and
essence of our being – OXYGEN, which
is the gift of Life.” So, I’ve been thinking
about the breath of life – the first at birth,
then the breath of the Holy Spirit that
brings eternal life, which is beyond my
comprehension – then no fear for the last
breath in this flesh. Yahweh – you inhale
the first syllable – that’s God who is the
giver of life. So you don’t even have to
voice Yahweh – inhale “Yah” and exhale
“weh” and just focus on His life in you!
It’s friends, encouragements and songs
like these that daily remind me of Who it
is that holds me in the palm of His hand,
and who is intimately involved in every
single detail (and breath) of my life. I am
thanking God this morning for that Truth,
and for these friends.
For I am the Lord your God, who takes
hold of your right hand and says to
you, “Do not fear; I will help you.”
			
– Isaiah 41:13

Great are You, Lord
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise
We pour out our praise
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise to
You only
You give life, You are love
You bring light to the darkness
You give hope, You restore
Every heart that is broken
Great are You, Lord
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise
We pour out our praise
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise to
You only
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise
We pour out our praise
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise to
You only
And all the earth will shout
Your praise
Our hearts will cry, these
bones will sing
Great are You, Lord
And all the earth will shout
Your praise
Our hearts will cry, these
bones will sing
Great are You, Lord
And all the earth will shout
Your praise
Our hearts will cry, these
bones will sing
Great are You, Lord
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise
We pour out our praise
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise
To You only
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise
We pour out our praise
It’s Your breath in our lungs
So we pour out our praise
To You only…
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Annual Appointment Checkup
June 1 - 30, 2021

SPIRITUAL F I N A N C I A L PH YS I CA L E M O T I O N A L M E N T A L

The world as we once knew it has changed drastically over the past year. Hopefully,
our perspective and priorities have become crystal clear and many of the trivial things
that we sometimes tend to place a high level of importance on, have taken a backseat
to what is truly most important – our health! Without our health, nothing else matters.
There are many aspects to personal health, including: mental, emotional, physical,
financial and spiritual. I would beg to say that for most of us, in some way, all aspects
of our health have been affected recently and will be for quite some time. Keeping
that in mind, below are a few keys for establishing and maintaining a good, healthy,
balanced life.
When it comes to mental health, regularly expanding our knowledge and skills
does wonders to keep our mind stimulated, engaged and firing on all cylinders.
Participating in hobbies and tasks that we enjoy, which also challenge us, can
provide a sense of confidence, achievement and purpose when all else seems
lost. It is also essential to get adequate amounts of rest, which gives our mind
time to decompress and process all that it takes in daily and prepare for more
to come.
Staying connected to family, close friends, pets and our local community,
even if at a distance, is not only important for our emotional health, but also
theirs. Support in difficult times is crucial. Furthermore, surrendering to the
many things that are out of our control can go a long way in maintaining our
emotional health. We create and are responsible for how we choose to feel,
think and act in any given moment or circumstance. These feelings, thoughts
and actions are the only things that we truly have control over. As difficult as it
may be sometimes, choosing to view things as they are and not how we think
or feel they should, could or ought to be, can help alleviate stress and anxiety
and increase our capacity to create solutions for change, rather than remaining
stuck in emotionally unhealthy cycles.
Staying physically active, exercising and consuming nutrient-rich foods, such
as fresh fruits, vegetables and quality spring water, are all keys to maintaining
not only our physical health, but our overall health. Healthy in, healthy out!
Additionally, in order to monitor our overall physical health, it is important that
we establish great relationships with our healthcare providers and have an
annual physical, dental cleaning, eye exam and hearing exam to ensure that
our vital organs are working at their optimal levels.
Assessing our relationship with money and being able to decipher between
wants and true “needs” requires a level of self-discipline and developing new
habits, especially in difficult times. Living within our means, finding good
deals on necessities and being responsible managing our sometimes-limited
resources, are all sure keys to good financial health. Additionally, creating and
following a budget can aid in avoiding and eliminating debt, as well as ensuring
that we have adequate savings for emergencies and long term needs, such
as healthcare and retirement. Lastly, preparing, updating and safekeeping
essential documents, such as wills, trusts and medical directives, is imperative.
As we all begin to physically attend our chosen place of worship once more,
we get to sing our praises and practice prayer, meditation and grieve together.
Getting out into nature is also another way to connect with the source and
maintain a peaceful and harmonious spirit. We can also volunteer our time or
donate items to those in need, which always feeds our soul and sows good
seeds into the universe, which keeps us spiritually healthy!

Editor’s note: Beltone Skoric Hearing Aid Center has been serving the hearing-impaired community in
Michigan for over 30 years. They have made it their mission to educate about the negative effects of
untreated hearing loss. For more information, please visit their website www.beltoneskorichearing.com
or call to schedule a free hearing exam at one of their 38 locations: (810) 356-0559.

Medical professionals report it is important for people age
50 and over to have their hearing evaluated annually.
That’s why we are sponsoring a FREE Hearing
Screening June 1 - 30, 2021, to assess
your hearing health.
In addition, we use state-of-the-art Video Otoscope
technology to inspect the inside of your ear canal.
This procedure is quick and comfortable.
As your dedicated hearing
care partner, Beltone will:
A Video Otoscope exam may reveal
such common problems as:
• Excessive wax build-up
• Damage to the eardrum
• Fluid accumulation in the middle ear
• Other conditions
The entire evaluation is free, and you
are under no obligation.

• Take the time to get to know you.
• Guarantee a lifetime of dedicated
hearing care partnership.
• Recommend tailored hearing
solutions to best suit your lifestyle.
• Offer cutting-edge hearing devices
developed with award-winning
technology.

Call today. You will be glad you did.

GIFT CARD

$1000

*

Expires May 31, 2021

$1000* GIFT CARD!

BAD AXE • CARO • FORT GRATIOT • LAPEER
HARBOR BEACH • MARINE CITY • SANDUSKY
BeltoneSkoricHearing.com

(989) 607-4576 & (810) 356-0559
*Towards the purchase of the Beltone Imagine hearing system, based on two instruments. $500 off of a single instrument. Discount
taken off MSRP. Cannot be combined with any other offer or discount. Not valid on prior purchases. Limit one reward per person.
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Get Kinetico’s Best Combo For Less!
A Premier Softener &
K5 Reverse Osmosis will...
• Come with a 10-year warranty
• Completely non-electric
• Provide you with soft, lovable water
• Taste better than bottled drinking water

Francek Water Conditioning

Authorized Independent Kinetico Dealer

800-848-5150 www.fwch2o.com
Call for a free water test!

Expires June 30, 2021

CottageLiving
By Pamela Lynn Hayes, ThumbPrint News Columnist
Our Michigan summer has been kicked off to a great start. We have the
Fourth of July holiday coming up, which should be a blast this year! We all
need to celebrate like we have never celebrated the Fourth before! If the
government tries to tell us that we cannot and should not celebrate this year,
then we as Americans surely do not know what the term “Independence
Day” truly means.
While at my cottage a few weeks ago, I decided to check the cameras
and activities at my city home from the app on my phone. There is a way
to go “live” and monitor the cameras and motion around the place at
different times. What I noticed was the unbelievable neighborhood noise
that overrode the actual movement on camera when I went live! The sound
of sirens, railroad trains and traffic noise from a major interstate was heard
and just plain loud and filled with city noises.
I wondered, am I just used to this noise and do not really notice it when
I am home in the city? I much prefer the sound of birds and insects or just
plain quiet as opposed to that city racket. That is what really relaxes me
when I am up at my cottage.
The calm and quiet is priceless. I cannot put a price tag on the solid
night’s sleep I always get up there as well. It is amazing what a two-hour
drive north can do for the soul.
We are moving forward and getting closer to the way things were and
should be before the nonsense took over. Most people are getting to or at
the point where we are seeing the truth on most things and we are standing
together as Americans and as We the People. This is reason to celebrate as
Americans!
I love June in Michigan; the only thing I can live without are the June bugs!
I run like a banshee when I hear the crackling sound they make when they
are coming out of the ground at night. I guess it is a small price to pay for
enjoying the beautiful Michigan summer evenings that are here at last!
We have the first day of summer this month and the 25th is “Take your Dog
to Work Day”, if you can get away with that at your place of employment. Be
sure to get out and enjoy the weather without your face covered and revel in
this warm summer weather while we have it!
Happy Father's Day, ThumbPrint News Readers!

“You don’t raise heroes, you raise sons. And if you treat them like
sons, they’ll turn out to be heroes, even if it’s just in your own eyes.”
Walter M. Schirra, Sr.
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TUESDAY
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dancing and feasting, which would culminate at the ceremony,
followed by the bride and groom being escorted to the marriage
house for consummation.
In the first book of the Bible, we are told of Jacob’s marriage to Rachel (Genesis
29, approx. 2,000 b.c.e.). It is here where we have one of the first mentions of veils
and bridesmaids. The veiled bride,
with her handmaids in attendance (aka
bridesmaids), was given to Jacob in the
wedding ceremony. Her true identity
was not discovered until the morning
light revealed her to be Leah, the older
sister of Rachel. As it was not the
custom to marry a younger daughter
before the older, Rachel’s father had
deceptively sent Leah, the less desirable
and older sister under the veil and into
the marriage bed in Rachel's stead.
The wedding veil precedes the wedding gown by hundreds of years. Hebrew, Greek
and Roman brides wore veils of many colors threaded with gold and silver, some sheer,
some not. In ancient Roman times (752 b.c.e. to 27 b.c.e.) the bride's veil was known
as the flammeum, and is assumed to have been
“flame-colored” and was a symbol of their intent
to remain married for life. The veil was a key part
of a Roman wedding and was considered one of
the main symbols of marriage. The word "nuptial"
comes from nubo, which means, "I veil myself”.
The veils also served to hide the bride from evil
spirits or perhaps to prevent the groom from
leaving because he didn't like the way she looked.
Hiding the bride beneath a veil wasn’t the
only measure taken to divert fiendish attention.
Because of the then common belief that demons
are attracted to merriment with the intent to cause
harm, bridesmaids of the time were dressed to
mimic the bride, performing as decoys to deflect
any devilish mischief and ill intent away from
her. The threat of
Example of flammeum
demonic wedding
crashers petered out by the Victorian era, and brides
began to dress more elaborately than their maids.
The bridal party as a whole is thought to be linked with
Roman law requiring a minimum of ten witnesses at the
ceremony, typically male. These witnesses or groom’s
attendants were then commonly known as bride knights,
tasked with carrying the bride to the ceremony and
preventing her from either being kidnapped or running
away. This was important back then as most
marriages were arranged without consulting
her and potentially without the groom having
ever laid eyes on his future wife. The word
“wedd” stems from Anglo-Saxon times,
meaning the groom vowed to marry the bride
and he bought her with money or goods from
Example of brides and
her father. This is thought to be where the
bridesmaids dressed alike
tradition of the groom asking the bride's father for
her hand comes from.
Our modern wedding cake is derived from several different traditions.
One of the first traditions began in ancient Rome, where the groom and
guests would break a “cake” (seen to the left) of
wheat or barley over the bride's head to bring
good fortune and fertility to the couple. The
couple would then eat some of the pieces (an
act called confarreatio – loosely translates to:
eating together) and guests could then partake of
the remaining pieces to eat or keep as good luck
charms. During the 16th century, a savory “bride’s
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pie” was served at most weddings. The next century brought about a two cake custom
– a small, fruited cake for him and a larger, sweeter one for her. In medieval England, it
was traditional to stack sweet rolls as high as possible between the couple. If they could
kiss over the tower of sweetness without it toppling, they were guaranteed a prosperous
life together.
It wasn’t until the 16th century when stacked or tiered wedding “great cakes” began
to appear in English high society weddings. Eventually, an official wedding cake recipe
was published in 1655, with expensive ingredients such as a peck of fine flour, ½ ounce
of large mace, ½ ounce nutmegs, ½ ounce cinnamon, two pounds butter, six eggs,
a pint of ale-yeast, 10 pounds of currants, a little musk and ambergris dissolved in
rosewater for the cloth. Other popular names were bride cake or plum cake.
The throwing traditions began during the Tudor period in England (1485 – 1603).
Guests would throw shoes at the bride as she was leaving the ceremony. It was belived
that hitting the carriage would bring good fortune to the
wearer. An additional instance of shoe throwing was
the bride herself throwing her shoe at her bridesmaids.
Whomever caught it would then throw it at the
groomsmen. The lucky groomsman hit by the shoe was
said to be the next to marry the bridesmaid who did the
throwing. Shoes are now tied to the back of the car for
good luck, accompanied by noisy aluminum cans to
fend off evil spirits.
Similarly, the garter was another tradition originating in the medieval period. Because
the bride was associated with good luck, the wedding guests would chase her at the end
of the celebration in an attempt to grab a scrap of lucky cloth to keep for themselves.
Bouquets of seasonal flowers and demon-defying herbs, carried by the bride, were also
seen as good luck and much sought after by those seeking to find a spouse. And as
opposed to being accosted by wedding guests for your garter or bits of your wedding
dress, brides began throwing their bouquet. Several other rituals that rose in popularity
in the Middle Ages are still in practice today – reciting vows, exchanging rings and
hosting a celebration.
The ﬁrst white wedding gown was documented as being worn by Princess Philippa
of England, who married King Eric of Pomerania in 1406. Her wedding dress was a
white tunic, with a cloak in white silk, bordered with a grey squirrel and ermine fur.
One hundred and ﬁfty-two years later, in 1558, Mary
Queen of Scots wore a white and gold confection when
she married her ﬁrst husband, Francis, the Dauphin of
France. She chose white because it was her favorite
color, despite white being the color of mourning for
French queens.
Jump ahead two hundred and eighty-one years to 1840,
when Queen Victoria maried Prince Albert. She wore a
white court dress with orange blossoms encircling her
head and long, a trailing veil. This wedding ensemble
marks the start of the white gown’s rise in popularity,
and soon became a mainstay of upper echelon
weddings. She chose
to forego the current
Queen Victoria fashions of heavy
fabrics and rich colors
in favor of a slimwaisted, full-skirted,
white gown trimmed
with Honiton lace.
Mary Queen of Scots
Her choice of white
was to better display the lace which was crafted in
the small village of Beer. She did this to express her
support for the declining lace industry. Her simple
dress also represented prudence and good sense so her
people would know her intent to run their country in
that way. She later had her dress re-styled for future
wear.
Massed-produced newspapers, magazines and
photography were just becoming more accessible and
widespread at the time of this wedding and it quickly
became the topic of every publication around the
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world for months. Almost a decade later, in 1849, Godey’s Lady’s Book, the premier
fashion magazine of the Victorian world at the time, stated, “Custom has decided, from
the earliest ages, that white is the most ﬁtting hue, whatever may be the material. It is an
emblem of the purity and innocence of girlhood, and the unsullied heart she now yields
to the chosen one.” Following this article, etiquette books began to imply that a white
gown was the traditional choice, as well as a status symbol and became indicative of a
very wealthy family of the leisure class who could afford to have an expensive gown
made that would be worn only once. Prior to 1950, most weddings were a quiet, family
affair.
Some want to believe the white dress caught on because it symbolized an unsullied
heart, but it’s much more likely it became popular because it looked like money, a way
to keep up with the rich and famous. At the time of its rising popularity, dry cleaners
or laundromats were not commonplace, so maintaining a white gown/outfit took no
small amount of effort and money. Working-class women
of that era could usually not afford the frivolousness of a
white dress that would most likely quickly be ruined.
After World War II and a boost in prosperity, the middleclass began copying the look of the wealthy.
Hollywood added to the fervor of the masses
by putting female celebrities in white gowns
at quaint little chapels all over theater screens,
fueling the desire to emulate elite society. Not
all film stars have chosen white for their actual
nuptials though. In 1959, Brigitte Bardo wore
a tea-length, lace-trimmed, pink gingham dress
(seen to the right). Elizabeth Taylor wore white
at only two of her eight weddings. Sarah Jessica
Parker wore black in 1997, Julianne Moore wore
Brigitte Bardo and
Jacques Charrier on
lavender in 2003, and Keira Knightly chose pale
their wedding day.
gray in 2013.
Officially joining your lives together may begin with the wedding day, but a lavish,
break-the-bank, go-into-debt, stressed-out event doesn’t ensure your future happiness
together and that’s really what it’s about.
Before you plan your wedding and succumb to pressure from the wedding industry,
here’s a list of the top seven things modern married couples feel they wasted their
money on:
1. The wedding dress. How many other expensive clothing items do you
have that you plan on wearing only once? Remember, 80% of all wedding,
bridesmaid and prom dresses are made in China by low-wage workers – even
designer dresses like Vera Wang, Oscar de la Renta, Jenny Packham, etc. It is
also very unlikely your daughter will want to wear your dress.
2. A huge guest list. At $80+ a plate? Do you typically spend that much per
person when going out to eat?
3. Favors, paper save-the-dates and programs. Most end up in the trash.
4. Sub-par photographers/videographers. You don’t need a huge package, but
you do want good quality shots for posterity – truth: most wedding photos
eventually end up relegated to a box in the attic.
5. Extravagant flower arrangements. Flowers are important, but when the
festivities are over, where will they end up? The trash.
6. An expensive wedding cake. Expensive does not equal tastiness. Either way,
after consumption, where does it go? The sewer.
7. Don’t be misguided by industry standards set for elite society. You won’t be
any less married if you have a small wedding and reception or just go to the
courthouse with a BBQ in the backyard.
The wedding industry wants the brides of today’s culture to continue to desire above
all else the fairy tale of a royal wedding. After all, without fancy weddings, the industry,
which was built on the foundation of an 1840’s wedding, declines.
If you’re wondering, yes, I am married, and yes, I had a wedding. No, I didn’t
overspend on anything, with my total costs being somewhere around $5,000. No, I
didn’t wear white, a veil or have a train. I had one attendant who chose her own dress,
one she liked and was able to wear again and again. My wedding dress is preserved in a
box under my bed, most likely never to be worn again, but at a cost of $350 (including
alterations and the preservation), I guess that’s not too horrible. Neither of my grown
daughters are remotely interested in using it. Maybe my granddaughter will want it in
another 20 years. By then it will have been boxed for over 50 years.
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BUY SELL TRADE
GOLD - SILVER - COINS
JEWELRY - TRADING CARDS

1323 GRATIOT BLVD.
MARYSVILLE
6 MILES SOUTH OF PORT HURON
2 MILES EAST OF I-94

Stop in or Call

810-299-0022
PIKISUPERSTAR ON FREEPIK.COM

MON-FRI

9:30-5:00
SAT
9:30-2:00
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No fillers, chemicals, additives or flavorings.
We let the beans speak for themselves.

(877) 863-6320

Fresh, locally roasted coffee.

thumbroastcoffee.com

30 N. HOWARD AVE., CROSWELL, MI 48422
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MON - SAT 8AM - 8PM

OUTDOOR SEATING,
CURBSIDE PICKUP
AND DELIVERY

THUMB ROAST COFFEE
IS LOCATED INSIDE RAE’S!

raescroswell.com

(810) 546-6170

PROPERTY POTPOURRI
Don Alcorn, GRI and Barbara Alcorn, GRI

Specializing in River Front, Golf Course Properties, Military Relocation

MARKET MATTERS

Mortgage interest rates continued to drop slightly in April. Freddie Mac’s Primary
Mortgage Market Survey reported average rates for the week ending May 6, 2021 dropped
to an average 30-year fixed rate of 2.96% compared to 3.13% for the week ending April 8,
2021.
That is good news and a continued great opportunity if you are a Buyer – or – if you are
not contemplating a move and have not refinanced your existing mortgage recently. With
rising home prices, these rates also help buyers with home affordability.
The rising prices are driven by the shortage of new and resale homes, significant increases
in the cost of building materials, production backlogs, as well as the costs associated with
government regulations.
Lumber prices, for example, have increased dramatically
over the past year. Spurred by increased demand and
pandemic-related supply issues, the National Association
of Home Builders (NAHB) indicates the lumber shortage
has resulted in a 250% increase of framing lumber costs.
Typical prices for 1,000 board feet of lumber, which had
been around $200 to $400, are now well above $1,000.
NAHB recently estimated these rising costs have pushed
the price of an average, new, single-family home up by $35,872 over the past twelve months.
Similarly, the costs of finishing touches, such as adding a deck, have also skyrocketed.

$$$ HOW MUCH HOME CAN WE AFFORD? $$$

Editor’s note: Don and Barbara Alcorn are Realtors® serving St. Clair, Macomb, Oakland Counties
and the Grosse Pointes, and are part of an international network of Realtors. They are affiliated with
Coldwell Banker Weir Manuel, the #1 Coldwell Banker in Michigan. You can reach Don and Barbara at
(810) 278-6654 or -6655 or dalcorn@cbwm.com or balcorn@cbwm.com.

Mon. – Fri. 7AM – 6PM | Sat. 7AM – 5PM
4600 24th Ave. 810-385-6000

Fort Gratiot, MI 48059 Fax: 810-385-1667

1777 Busha Hwy. 810-364-6400

Marysville, MI 48040 Fax: 810-364-1370

www.jones-equipment.com

Great Pricing

On the Spot Financing
We Rent, Sell & Service!

“It is easier for a father to have children than for children to have a real father.” –Pope John XXIII

FREEPIK.COM

For non-cash buyers, an essential first step in the homebuying process is to analyze and
understand your finances, your credit picture, and what you can, and want, to spend on your
purchase and monthly house expenses. If you don’t monitor your credit regularly, you can
visit annualcreditreport.com to get your free credit report.
There are many tools to assist with estimating what you will qualify for, but we
recommend consulting a good lender at the beginning of the process to best understand
your financing options, mortgage parameters and options, and the estimated closing costs
associated with the purchase.
A lender pre-approval is a must in this market. In addition to enabling you to make a
viable offer, knowing what you qualify for and what fits your budget lets you focus on
homes that are realistically within your price point.
You will learn how your credit score affects your ability to borrow and the interest rate
you are eligible for. You also may be able to make some quick fixes to your credit score
to enhance your situation. You will also learn about debt-to-income and housing expense
ratios and how they apply to your particular situation.
Your Realtor® will need to know the type of loan (conventional, FHA, VA, rural
development, etc.) you will be using in order to assist you in design and negotiation of an
offer that will work for you.

Visit www.ThumbPrintNews.com to read online today!
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FELINE VACCINES

June 2021

By Dr. DiBenedetto,

ThumbPrint News Columnist

Reprinted from April 2010 issue of ThumbPrint News

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Dr. DiBenedetto has been writing an article monthly for ThumbPrint News ever since its beginning 10 years ago. We are much appreciative of
that. Dr. DiBenedetto will no longer be able to write these articles due to her own personal reasons. Therefore, we would like to find another veterinarian who would be willing
to write a monthly article on the topic of his or her choice in the realm of pet care. In exchange, we will put a note at the end of each article, mentioning the veterinary clinic
where the author works with all contact information. If interested, please email thumbprintnews@comcast.net. In the meantime, with Dr. DiBenedetto’s permission, we will
be reprinting a few articles from her earliest submissions in hopes that they can be helpful to today’s pet owners.

Recently, we brought you information
about canine vaccines. This month, we
are going to talk about feline diseases and
preventive vaccines. When it comes to the
health of your cat, keeping vaccines up-todate is a primary medical need.
Feline vaccines are especially important
if your cat spends time at the groomers, at
a boarding kennel, or just roaming around
outdoors. Indoor cats can be exposed to
feline distemper and upper respiratory
viruses from strays roaming through
your yard. Unvaccinated cats carrying
feline viruses can shed a virus as they
pass through your yard. The virus can be
carried into your house by the wind passing
through an open window or on your shoes

and clothing. If your pet is unvaccinated and
exposed to a feline virus, your pet can catch
the virus, just like people catch the flu.
For the on-going health of your cat,
it is extremely important that routine
vaccinations are given at regular intervals
from six weeks of age throughout your
pet’s senior years to prevent major diseases.
The immune system of cats is similar to
that of humans. Kittens and seniors have
more difficulties fighting off infections than
middle-aged cats. Therefore, it is extremely
important to start vaccinations early and
to assure proper levels of immunity by
continuing vaccinations throughout your
cat's life.
Not all cats need to receive all vaccinations

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FELINE VACCINATIONS
Based on the risk factors indicated for each feline vaccine listed below,
rate your cat's exposure risk by checking YES or NO. If you check YES to
any of the risk factors, your cat should be vaccinated for protection.
Feline DISTEMPER and Upper Respiratory Diseases

DISTEMPER also called Panleukopenia, is a highly contagious
potentially fatal viral disease that affects a cat's gastrointestinal system.
RHINOTRACHEITIS, CALICI VIRUS, CHLYMYDIA these
viruses are highly contagious viral infections that attack the respiratory
system. These diseases are sometimes fatal to kittens.
Risk Factors: All cats are at risk for feline distemper and upper
respiratory diseases that are spread by airborne viruses that can be carried
into your own house on your clothes and shoes or on breezes through open
windows. Your cat is also at high risk of exposure in outside areas where
other cats have roamed. Skunks can also spread these diseases to areas
where your cat can be exposed.
Frequency of Vaccination: Annually unless replaced by annual titer
testing.
RABIES A fatal viral infection of the central nervous system that is
transmitted through the saliva of an affected animal and poses a serious
public health threat.
Risk Factors: Rabies affects ALL mammals, including humans, dogs,
cats, raccoons, skunks, bats, and fox. Local animal control officials have
reported that rabid wild animals have been recently found in Oakland
County, as well as several other mid-Michigan counties.
Risk Factors for Indoor Cats: As strange as it may sound, indoor
cats have been exposed to rabies. One feline patient captured a rabid bat
that came into the house through the chimney while the owners were out.
Another family was suddenly surprised when a rabid skunk ripped through
the screen door and attacked their cat. Fortunately, for both families, their
cats had been vaccinated for rabies which eliminated the risk of exposure
for the pets and the families. You never know what may happen.
Frequency of Vaccination: The initial rabies vaccination is given for
a period of one year. At the time of the first rabies booster vaccine, the
duration of the vaccine’s effectiveness becomes three years. From then on,
rabies vaccinations are boosted every three years.
Licensing: Your veterinarian will provide you with a Certificate of
Vaccination that you will need to present to the pet licensing department
for your municipality. Some municipalities require licensing of both
dogs and cats. Please check with the pet licensing department of your
municipality to be sure of the laws governing your pets.

Is My Cat
at Risk?
YES
NO

and not all cats will need the same vaccines
throughout their lives. Your veterinarian will
base your pet's vaccination protocol on your
pet's individual risk of exposure that should
be evaluated annually. But minimally,
all cats should be vaccinated for the core
vaccines that include: feline distemper (also
called Panleukopenia), Rhinotracheitis,
Calici Virus, Chlamydia and Rabies.
It is extremely important that pet owners
understand the importance of vaccinating
their cats for Rabies. According to the
American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) Rabies is
reported in cats more than in any other
domestic animal in the United States. Pet
owners need to be aware that once symptoms

appear, Rabies is close to 100-percent fatal.
Indoor cats have been exposed to Rabies
when rabid bats have flown into the house
and when rabid animals, such as skunks,
have ripped through door screens. Outdoor
cats have even more opportunity to be
exposed to a rabid animal. The best advice
is to vaccinate all cats and dogs for rabies.
The following table lists the feline
vaccines that are available through your
veterinarian. Each virus is defined along
with risk factors for exposure. If you can
answer yes to any of the risk of exposure
criteria, then your cat should be vaccinated.
You’ll notice that the core vaccines have
been checked “YES” since all cats have a
risk of exposure for these viruses.

Feline LEUKEMIA Disease
A contagious virus which inhibits the immune system and results in various
types of cancer and other chronic diseases. The virus is present in saliva,
urine and other bodily fluids and is typically passed from cat to cat by bite
wounds and less likely by general contact, including licking, biting and
sneezing. There is no treatment or cure for a Feline Leukemia infected cat.
Risk Factors: Cats at high risk for Feline Leukemia include outdoor
cats, cats in multi-cat households, stray cats and kittens of mother cats
with Feline Leukemia. Detection of this disease is vital, since it is almost
always fatal. Cats must be Feline Leukemia tested to assure that they do
not have the disease before they can be vaccinated.
Frequency of Vaccination: Annually if at risk of exposure.

Is My Cat
at Risk?
YES
NO

Feline IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

Y

Y

A contagious and potentially fatal viral disease that interferes with the
immune system of cats. Once infected, the virus lives in the blood system
of an infected cat throughout their life. There is no treatment or cure for
a FIV. FIV cats can live for years but stress may cause an FIV cat to die
suddenly. FIV cats should be kept separate from non-FIV-infected cats to
prevent further spread of this deadly disease.
Risk Factors: FIV is spread from cat-to-cat primarily through bite
wounds, as the virus is shed in high levels through saliva. Outdoor cats are
at higher risk for contracting the disease. Although rare, it is possible for a
mother to pass the infection to her kittens.
Frequency of Vaccination: Annually if at risk of exposure.
I don't look sick, but I am. My name is Peach Blossom. I am Feline Leukemia
positive. There is no cure for my disease. I live with a very wonderful woman
who rescued me and has given me a very laid-back, comfortable life. With Feline
Leukemia, I have to be very careful that I do not become overly stressed or my
Feline Leukemia will get worse and I could die. Because of my disease, my Mom
has to make sure that all of my cat brothers and sisters are vaccinated for Feline
Leukemia every year so that they don’t get sick from me.
Do I look dangerous? This is Champ. As a stray kitten, he was attacked by a
skunk and dragged by his leg. He was rescued by two kind-hearted people who
took him to their veterinarian to have his leg checked out. After several weeks
of treatment, Champ started to have neurological problems. It turns out that the
skunk had given him Rabies. Before he died from Rabies, Champ exposed over
14 people to the disease, who then had to be treated for post-rabies exposure. No
one could tell by looking at him that he was carrying a fatal virus.
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Blue Water Area Humane Society
SECOND EVENT OF 2021

Friday, June 11

Come by; you’re sure to find
something perfect for you!

Saturday, June 12

So much merchandise has been
donated that it didn’t all fit at our
May event! We’ve got household
and kitchen items, glassware,
knick knacks, toys, books,
collectibles, pictures,
patio furniture, garden supplies,
sports equipment, craft supplies,
4th of July decorations,
bicycles, linens, comforters
and much, much more!

10:00AM — 4:00PM

10:00AM — 4:00PM

Sunday, June 13
10:00AM — 3:00PM

Masks and social
distancing are a must!

4100 Griswold Road
Port Huron Twp., MI 48060

Between Range Rd. & Michigan Ave.

810-794-7906

Still Accepting
Tax-Deductible Donations!

VOCABULARY
VOYAGE
Compiled By Laura Irwin, ThumbPrint News Staff Writer

“Learning is the only thing the mind never exhausts, never fears and never regrets.”
–Leonardo da Vinci

bijou bi·jou | \ bē-zhü

As an adjective: (especially of a residence or business establishment) small
and elegant, tasteful. As a noun: 1. a small, dainty, usually ornamental piece of
delicate workmanship : JEWEL 2. something delicate, elegant or highly prized.
First known use: late 17th century, French, from Celtic Breton. Ex. The greasy
spoons have given way to bijou restaurants.

poncy pon·cy | \ pän-sē

An adjective meaning 1. pretentious or affected, an insulting way of describing
something that is not traditionally male, especially in behaviour, appearance or
speech. 2. expensive, exclusive. First known use: mid 1800s, of unknown origins,
but possibly from French pensionnaire “boarder, lodger, person living without
working.” Ex. There is nothing poncy about cooking.

twee twee| \ twē

An adjective meaning excessively dainty, delicate, cute, quaint or cloying.
First known use: 1905, chiefly British as a term of affection, from baby-talk
alteration of sweet. Ex. The movie was a bit twee for my taste.

A good vocabulary is a powerful tool making communication simpler, so we will continue
our quest for unusual words and their meanings. We hope our readers will join in our
learning journey by submitting some underused, misused or uncommon words they’ve
discovered to thumbprintnews@comcast.net. Please include your name and city of
residence.

794-5678 to get a potty for your party!
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Lakeshore Legal Aid offers free
civil legal services for survivors of
domestic violence and sexual assault.
To speak confidentially with an attorney,
call our Counsel and Advocacy Law Line:
CALL toll-free (888) 783-8190
Mon, Tue, Thu 9AM to 5 PM | Wed 9AM to 6 PM | Fri 9AM to 1PM
OR call our local office:
Port Huron office: (810) 985-5107; Mon-Fri 8:30AM to 4:30PM

Visit our website at: www.lakeshorelegalaid.org
Lakeshore Legal Aid: 30500 Van Dyke, Suite 601, Warren, MI 48093
Chief Executive Officer Ashley Lowe approved the content of this message.
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This project was supported by Grant No. 34 U.S.C. § 20121 (OVW-LAV) awarded by the Office on
Violence Against Women, U.S. Department of Justice. The opinions, findings, conclusions and
recommendations expressed in this publication/program/exhibition are those of the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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♦ Residential Events
♦ Contractors
♦ New Builds
♦ Remodels
♦ Builders
♦ Plumbers
♦ Municipalities
♦ Festivals & Fairs

CALL 810-794-5678 FOR ALL YOUR

PROFESSIONAL POTTY NEEDS!
Available in ADA, Standard
and Family Size Units!

Licensed & Insured
Commercial /Residential

abcbees@comcast.net • abcbees.com

P R O B LEM S
PESTERING

CALL toll-free
(888) 783-8190

June 2021

Informational Tips and Advice on Common Household Maintenance
from Nicole Szymczak, President, ABC Home & Commercial Services
June is the perfect time to enjoy the great outdoors, but every year
the same pests arrive to drive you and your family back indoors.
Mosquitoes use many methods to locate us. They are attracted to
the carbon dioxide humans and animals emit. They also use receptors and vision
to pick up body heat, perspiration and skin odor to find a potential host. If you're
outside at this time of year in Michigan, you know they will be relentless in
searching out your blood as the perfect snack. There are more than 3,000 species
of mosquitoes worldwide and more than 60 species are in Michigan.
An interesting bit of information is that male mosquitoes feed and survive on
plant materials and nectar. This means that only females feed on blood because it
is required for most of them to produce eggs. If they didn’t bite us, they would not
be able to reproduce. Mosquitoes can harbor and transmit several life-threatening
diseases, such as West Nile Virus, St. Louis encephalitis, La Crosse encephalitis,
eastern equine encephalitis (EEE), Zika and heartworm, to name a few. They can
transmit these diseases to humans, pets, livestock and wildlife. It only takes one
bite from an infected mosquito to spread the disease they are carrying.
Mosquitoes go through four stages of development: egg, larva, pupae and
adult. That means there are several types of products and treatments available,
depending on what stage they are at in their life cycle. The earlier you stop the
development of these blood suckers the better!
It is best to target these pests in the
larvae and pupae stages before
they become free-flying insects.
Mosquito larvae are typically
found in shallow, stagnant water,
which makes standing water
around your yard an optimal
breeding ground! Mosquito eggs
must be in water to hatch, so they
will lay their eggs either directly
in water or in areas subject to
flooding. Knowing this can help you reduce the risk of mosquitoes taking over
your yard. Try to eliminate any standing water you can find, such as buckets or
any type of container that collects water when it rains. Make sure you’re pouring
the water out if it collects, or angle the container so it can no longer collect water.
Being proactive in this area can help you minimize mosquito activity.
Adult mosquitoes are most active during dawn and dusk. If you are out and
about during these times, be sure to keep yourself protected. Wear long sleeves
and long pants and some type of bug repellent. And don't forget about your pets!
There are products on the market that will protect your pets from these pesky
insects and the diseases they carry as well. Taking these simple precautions will
save you a lot of suffering and distress.
Due to the nature of this annoying insect, control can be hard to gain. It can
require multiple professional treatments throughout the summer to reduce
their impact. ABC Bees, a division of ABC Home & Commercial Services, is
equipped to create specialized treatment plans that are specific to each home,
yard and landscape! Call ABC Bees at (810) 794-5678 now to schedule an
appointment before the eggs start hatching. Unfortunately, there is no such thing
as a complete elimination of this insect, but regularly scheduled treatments will
offer a significant reduction in activity. The sooner you call and schedule your
appointment, the sooner you'll be able to get a handle on those pesky mosquitoes
and enjoy more of your time outdoors!
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794-5678 if you see bald faced hornets!
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Make Your
LET OUTDOOR SPACE
C

AB

Pest Free and
Comfortable for All

CALL TO SET UP TREATMENT TODAY!

MOSQUITOES

ANTS

LARVACIDE & ADULT INSECT TREATMENTS

INDOOR & OUTDOOR TREATMENTS

WASPS

D

FLEAS
AN

AN

D

SPIDERS
TICKS

10 OFF

Also ask about $
Group Discounts
or Prepay Specials FOR NEW CUSTOMERS

BEES
ABC
ALL-SEASON CONTROL + 32 OTHER INSECTS

INDOOR & OUTDOOR TREATMENTS

Residential and Commercial

www.abcbees.com • Licensed and Insured • abcbees@comcast.net
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BOARD GAMES

Building Bridges & Understanding
Between Customers & Businesses

TRAVEL SCAMS

solution
on page 26

statepoint
media

ACROSS

1. Dealer's hand, in cribbage
5. Wade's opponent
8. Galsworthy's "The Forsyte
"
12. Nevada city
13. Prima donna
14. Weasel's cousin
15. Makes collar for RBG
16. Between the id and super-ego, pl.
17. Can be hot or cold, meteorologically speaking
18. *Real estate-related board game
20. Elvis Presley's "
and Fortune"
21. Preface, e.g.
22. *A top one is a game piece in #18 Across
23. Open carriage
26. Having a malignant influence
30. "Wheel of Fortune" request
31. Stay clear of
34. Knife wound
35. Touch of color
37. Computer network acronym
38. Awaken
39. Wet nurse
40. Castrated man
42. YaleCollege, Singapore
43. Aircraft's additional equipment holder
45. They're denoted in red
47. Eric Stonestreet on "Modern Family"
48. Allergic reaction to bee sting
50. Amusing
52. *Word game
55. Don McLean: "Drove my Chevy to the
"
56. Joie de vivre
57. Charlie Parker's nickname
59. Bake an egg
60. Knocks on the door, e.g.
61. 1970s hairdo
62. Milk
, candy
63. Swallowed
64. Reason to cram

DOWN

1. Tube in old TV
2. Paper unit
3. "He's Just Not That
You"
4. Herzegovina's partner
5. Excessive sternness
6. Convex molding
7. *Candy Land difficulty level
8. *Napoleon-themed game of strategy
9. Niels Bohr's study object
10. Autry or Wilder
11. Simon's former partner
13. Performed comprehensively or in, pl.
14. Butcher's refuse
19. Beginning of sickness
22. TV classic "Hee
"
23. *Board game island ready for settlers
24. True inner self
25. Linear particle accelerator, for short
26. Take-out handout
27. Half human-half goat, pl.
28. February "People," e.g.
29. *Game with rooks
32. *Game involving Mr. Boddy's murderer
33. Chewbacca's sidekick
36. *a.k.a. draughts
38. Type of parallelogram
40. Liberty Tree, e.g.
41. Vacuums, e.g.
44. Extra shirt, e.g.
46. Sabbath, alt. sp.
48. Audience’s approval
49. Window treatment
50. Bloody king of Israel
51. "Metamorphoses" poet
52. Serum, pl.
53. *The Game of
54. Makes mistakes
55. Acid drug
58. Part of URL

With more and more Michiganders vaccinated, travel plans have begun.
That is great news for those who are ready for a change in scenery, but also
for scammers waiting to take advantage of those plans. BBB Scam Tracker,
BBB.org/scamtracker, is already receiving reports of con artists creating fake
airline ticket booking sites and customer service numbers.
Some consumers who were searching for cheap flights online, came across
what seemed like a great deal from a major airline. They either booked a flight
through that website or called the customer support number on the website.
Once they paid for the ticket, they realized they never received a ticket.
In another version, consumers booked a flight on a travel website that offered
deals on airfare. Once they paid with their credit card, they received a call from
the company saying that there was a price increase or an extra charge to finalize
the booking. A legitimate company will never raise the price after the sale.
Once customers call the actual airline, they learn there was never a booking
to begin with. The website was a look-alike website, and the customers were
the victim of a scam.
Scammers are opportunists who know more people are planning to travel as
COVID-19 restrictions begin to lessen across the country. We understand that
everyone is eager for a vacation this summer, but taking a few extra minutes to
double check that the website or company you are using is secure, will pay off
in the long run.
Better Business Bureau® Serving Eastern Michigan & the Upper Peninsula
offers the following tips for avoiding travel scams:
•

Do your research. If you come across a company you have not dealt
with before, research it before making any purchases. Look on BBB.org
for reviews and feedback from previous customers.

•

Double check the URL before you enter personal and payment
information. It can be easy to click on a sponsored ad or imposter website
without noticing. Before you enter any sensitive information, double check
that you are on the right website and that the link is secure. (Secure links start
with “https://” and include a lock icon on the purchase page. Learn more at
BBB.org/BBBSecure.)

•

Be wary of third-party websites. Some websites appear to offer
a legitimate service, but are only fronts for a scam. Be suspicious of
websites with no working customer service number and no physical
address. Typos and grammatical errors can be indications of a scammer’s
handiwork, too.

•

Make online purchases with your credit card. Fraudulent charges
made on a credit card can usually be disputed, whereas that might not be
the case with other payment methods. Unfortunately, there is no way to
get back the personal information you may have shared.

With these tips and some thoughtful planning, you can get out to see the
world…safely. Bon Voyage!
For more information regarding travel scams, and to find a trustworthy travel
agent, please visit bbb.org or call (866) 788-5706.
Editor’s note: Melanie Duquesnel is the president and CEO of the Better
Business Bureau serving Eastern Michigan & the Upper Peninsula,
which is a non-profit organization that fights fraud and promotes
ethical business practices in the local marketplace through its business
accreditation, consumer education and dispute resolution programs.
BBB office will be closed to the public until 7/12/21. Contact your
local BBB by calling (248) 223-9400 or by visiting bbb.org.
Melanie Duquesnel
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THIS MONTH'S RECIPE IS:

TRADITIONAL
WELSH
CAWL STEW

By Diane Kodet,

ThumbPrint News Editor

Beginning with our January 2021 issue,
we started on a culinary trip around the
world. Each month, we will be featuring
a recipe from a different country. So far
I have shared one from Trinidad, Japan,
Uruguay, South Africa, Romania and
Latvia. I am also inviting readers to submit
recipes from other countries that they have
made successfully. If you have recipes
you have personally made
Snowdon
that are representative of a
National Park
country that I haven’t shared, I
would love to have you submit
it to ThumbPrint News at
thumbprintnews@comcast.net
in Word Document form. If you
have a photo you took of the
dish you made, please submit
it as well in high-quality jpeg
format. I will be sure to share
some of these recipes in future editions so that we may all take a journey around the
world through the recipes that are shared.
This month I am featuring a recipe from Wales – Traditional Welsh Cawl Stew. The
word “cawl” means a Welsh meal. In modern Welsh, the word is used to refer to any
soup or broth.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INGREDIENTS
1 tablespoon lard (or bacon fat)
2 large onions (thickly sliced)
1 medium rutabaga (peeled and cut into
1-inch cubes)
4 large carrots (peeled and thickly sliced)
4 leeks (cleaned of all sandy grit and sliced)
1 pound/450 grams beef brisket
1 pound/450 grams smoked bacon (cut into
1-inch cubes)
1 bay leaf
1 sprig fresh thyme
1 pound/450 grams potatoes (peeled and
quartered)
Salt and freshly ground pepper (to taste)
According to Google, Wales is a country
in southwest Great Britain known for its
rugged coastline, mountainous national
parks, distinctive Welsh language and
Celtic culture. Cardiff, the capital, is
a refined coastal city with a nightlife
scene and a medieval castle with
ornate Gothic Revival interiors. In the
northwest, Snowdonia National Park has
lakes, glacial landforms, hiking trails
and a railway up to the peak of Snowdon.

 
  

Including print ads in your
marketing campaign promotes
customer conﬁdence and can
signiﬁcantly increase response rates!

DIRECTIONS

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Melt the lard in a large stockpot or Dutch
oven over high heat, taking care not to
burn the fat. Add the onions, rutabaga,
carrots and leeks to the hot fat and brown
for about 3 minutes, stirring constantly.
Remove the vegetables with a slotted
spoon to a bowl. Raise the heat of the pot
and add the beef to the pot and brown on
all sides.
Return the browned vegetables to the
pot with the bacon pieces, bay leaf and
thyme.
Cover the meat and vegetables with cold
water and bring to a boil. Lower the heat
and simmer for 2 hours, or until the beef
is tender.
Remove the beef from the pot and reserve.
Add the potatoes and bring back to a boil
and cook for another 20 minutes, or until
tender.
Meanwhile, once the beef is cold enough
to handle, cut into 2-inch cubes. Add back
to the pot and cook for 10 minutes more.
Season well with salt and pepper and
serve while piping hot.
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T rips, T ours and Cruises
Gift Certificates
make great gifts
for any occasion! t

Soaring
Eagle

hipshewana

(810) 985-7151

Casino
and Resort

August 17-18

June 16

Call to reserve your spot and
find out about incentive packages.

Chip Inn
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Available in Any Amoun

All Sunburst Trips and Tours are Completely
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3 days/2
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July 11 - 12

June 27 - 29

www.sunbursttours.com
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Same Time and Place Next Month

By Bob Jones,
His work shed was attached to the
back of the garage – a handmade 12-by10-foot knotty pine enclosed room with
a workbench, hooks on the wall for
hand tools, and various styles, sizes
and shapes of golf clubs stashed in a
corner (he was in the golf club design
business for many years).
On a table beside the workbench was
his team’s track trophy, won 25 years
prior – a regional championship.
Modern amenities languished in this
den most primal – a flat screen TV,
a small refrigerator housing various
liquid drinks, two ornately-colored
beach chairs placed across from the
workbench and a halogen lamp that
shone brightly, casting uneven light
throughout the room.
Objects were strewn about randomly,
albeit clumped together in some semiorganized fashion – fishing lures and
plugs and fishing reels with knotted
lines and poles placed upright with no
particular sense of direction.
A litter box, with cat chow next to it,
was on the floor by the door. A feral
feline sauntered in and out throughout
my stay, seeming uninterested in my
presence, but knowing my whereabouts
at all times.
Once a month, my friend and I pass
the time spinning yarns to each other,
settling world and domestic disputes,
catching up on life’s joys and serene
moments of peace, and forgetting

ThumbPrint News Contributor

for the moment life’s woes and ailing
troubles.
“No more golf,” my friend states. “Back
too strained, heel permanently bruised,
eyesight bad, motivation lacking.”
“We're lucky to be in this moment,” I
say.
“Alive, still kicking, having our spouses
who still for whatever reason love us,
and grandchildren who we adore. Life
is good.”
My friend changes direction: “No
gardening this season for me. Too many
bugs and floods. My tomato plants
washed out last season.”
“I’ll stick with perennials and
wildflowers, and just maintaining a
healthy lawn,” I say.
“Any plans to travel?” I ask.
“Nope,” comes a terse response.
“Same time and place next month,”
I say instinctively, feeling the hours
passing.
“Call me,” comes the response.
I leave knowing business has been
duly conducted; the gavel has been
pounded for this meeting to end.
I will call about our next month’s
meeting. A new, yet continuing agenda,
will be on the table. Friendships like this
endure until “death do us part”. In this
homemade room, my friend and I have
shared our life stories over the years.
I bid adieu to my friend and part
company. Same time and place next
month. Goodbye, old friend.

Each month, ThumbPrint News prints a photo of an object, person or a place
for our readers to identify. If you think you know the answer, go to our website
www.thumbprintnews.com and enter your answer. Of all persons submitting the
correct answer by the 12th of the month, one person will be randomly selected to
be entered into a drawing for a wonderful surprise gift at the end of the year! On
December 13, 2021, one winner will be drawn out of all the monthly winners and the
lucky person will be notified.
For our May contest, we asked our readers to identify
what is the name of the object pictured to the right and
for what is it used:
Of all of those submitting guesses, Dave Loersch of
Chesterfield Twp., is May's winner, as he was the only
one to correctly identify that the
object is a pair of sugar nippers,
used to snip pieces of sugar from a sugar cone.
Prior to the Victorian Age (c. 1820-1914), sugar was not
available in a granulated form. Sugar makers created large
cones of hard sugar. Households could buy a whole sugar cone
or a lump broken off and sold by weight. The sugar was still
not ready to use for baking or at the table. Using a hammer and
chisel, chunks were cut off the main cone or chunk. Then sugar
nippers would be used to cut smaller chunks
Making Sugar around
for use at the table in such things as teas. If
1600 by Philippe Galle
powdered sugar was called for in a recipe, the
cook had to use a mortar and pestle to turn the
lumps into powder.
The sugar cones often
had a tan or brown color. The whiter the
sugar, the more elegant, desirable and
Colonial sugar cone expensive it was, so much so, that this
and nippers
sugar was often kept in locked boxes.
For our June contest, we are asking our readers to
identify the object pictured to the right. Visit our website
www.thumbprintnews.com if you know the answer.
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WAR MEMORIAL was just a child. Realizing that

he could not give a sustainable
life for his younger brother and sister after his parents’
deaths, he found them new homes, and then one for
himself as a farmhand. Russell then continued by
making the arrangements that he was to be supplied
room and board, along with clothing and three months
of formal schooling a year. With time, he ended up
teaching at a rural school himself while studying law,
and eventually he became a lawyer in Cleveland, Ohio.
Moving up to Grand Rapids in Michigan, Alger
entered the booming lumber business in 1860. Once
there, he learned about logging and milling, but after
only a year in the trade, the Civil War broke out, so
he enlisted in the 2nd Michigan Calvary Regiment.
Throughout the war, he quickly rose in ranks, serving
Russell Alexander Alger by
The Detroit Publishing Co.
in sixty-six separate battles and skirmishes. Eventually
promoted to Colonel of the 5th Michigan Calvary, he became known as a master in
logistics. At one point, he even worked directly with President Abraham Lincoln as
a supply strategist, figuring out how to transport precious materials needed for the
wartime effort. Two months after sustaining severe wounds pursuing Confederate
forces at Boonesborough in Maryland, he resigned from the Army; however, less
than two years later, he was nominated by President Andrew Jackson to the rank of
Brigadier General because of the impressive leadership abilities he had shown.
After the Civil War, Alger returned to Michigan, where he immediately created
two lumber companies, of which one held over 100 square miles of land along Lake
Huron. Producing over 75 million board feet per day, he realized that the accepted
means of product transportation on the Great Lakes at the time, shipping by sail and
steam vessels, was too slow. So to deliver his wood more efficiently and quickly, he
founded the Detroit, Bay City and Alpena Railroad line. Within a few years through
southern partnerships with former enemies, he opened harvesting and milling
operations into Alabama and Florida. Later on, he served as the 20th Governor of the
Continued from Page 1
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Michigan for a single term, and following that he was appointed Secretary of War by
President William McKinley.
Although Alger had found it possible to build business partnerships with former
enemies in the south, one such person he could never bury the proverbial hatchet
with was Colonel John Singleton Mosby of the Confederacy. Mosby had risen to
positions of influence after the war, working as U.S. consul in Hong Kong, and with
the powerhouse Southern Pacific Railroad. Mosby was a friend of McKinley and
hoped to secure an important seat in his administration. However, during the war,
Mosby’s men had captured and executed a number of Alger’s men, so Alger used
all of his pull to make sure that his ambitions of a powerful Washington career went
unfulfilled. The dislike and feud between the men were so well known that they made
newspapers of the time.
It would be remiss not to mention that Russel Alger was more than a successful
businessman, solider and politician. Throughout his rags to riches rise to wealth, he
met and married Annette Huldana Squire Henry and the couple had six children, one
of whom they named Russel A. Alger Jr., but more on him in a minute.
In 1902, Michigan Senator James McMillan died while in office. Then Governor
Aaron T. Bliss asked Alger to fill the vacancy. This would be the last political position
he would ever hold. Today, Alger County in the Upper Peninsula is named for Russel
A. Alger. This is the home of large portions of the Hiawatha forest that he once
lumbered, as well as Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore.
Russell A. Alger, Jr.
Prior to his father’s death in 1907, the junior Alger had become a respected and
prominent businessman of his own accord. One of his major achievements was
to work with a group of investors to convince the Packard Brothers to move their
automobile production from Ohio to Detroit. Previously, they were a small operation
amongst hundreds of other boutique automobile manufacturers at the beginning of
the 20th century, but after the move, Packard boomed, and Alger Jr. was appointed as
vice president of their board.
Back in 1896, Jr. had married Marion Jarvis and the couple had started a family of
their own. When he took his seat on the board at Packard, and with his other business
roots firmly planted in the greater Detroit area, the couple decided to build a home
to match their wealth and lifestyle. They picked a plot of land at the highest point
on Lake St. Clair in the prominent Grosse Pointe Farms community, a newly formed
village that had broken off from the village of Grosse Pointe after a disagreement
about where to place a tavern. The property sat high and sloped gracefully down to
the shoreline.
Choosing the prestigious architect Charles Adam
Platt to design their new home, they built a residence
in which to raise their family. Designed in the Italian
Renaissance Revival style with large stone columns,
balconies and pavilions, the mansion featured seven
bedrooms, a billiard room, a large plant room, a formal
dining room and a massive library. They situated
the foundation at the perfect angle so that the rising
sun in the wintertime would pour into the windows
facing the lake. For the grounds surrounding the
estate, architect Platt worked directly with esteemed
landscape architect Ellen Biddle Shipman, one of
Charles Platt
the first women in the industry, to design gardens and
pathways that blended perfectly into the architecture.
One feature was a large fountain surrounded by
shrubbery “knot gardens” that were trimmed to look
like patterns found in lace. Once finished, they called
their new home “The Moorings”.
Russel Alger Jr. lived in the home for the rest of
his life, and after his passing, Marion stayed for a
few more years, but eventually decided to move on.
In 1936, the family chose to donate the home and
grounds to the Detroit Institute of Arts, who continued
to operate the building as an art museum for the next
12 years.
Ultimately, the Detroit Institute of Arts returned
the property to the Alger family due to the high
costs of maintenance. Then in 1949, the family once
Ellen Biddle Shipman
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again let it go, this time donating The Moorings to
the Grosse Pointe War Memorial Association,
a newly formed non-profit to serve as a
perpetual memorial to the 3,500 Grosse
Pointers that served in WWII, including
126 brave souls that paid the ultimate
sacrifice. Additionally, the Association
was designed to support educational and
charitable activities in the Grosse Pointe
community. Large bronze plaques were
placed in the Alger foyer to pay tribute
to those veterans, and since that time,
additional plaques have been placed on
the premises to honor those from the
Grosse Pointe communities who have
served and died in additional wars and
conflicts since WWII. From the beginning,
the Association was designed with a dual
purpose view in mind.
In 1962, an addition was built on
the south side of the original structure
featuring a large auditorium on the first level, and a “crystal” ballroom on the second.
The crystal referred to the open feel of the ballroom, with three walls being almost
entirely glass, offering panoramic views of Lake St. Clair. Next to the ballroom
were featured industrial kitchen facilities for hosting large events, it’s size rivaling
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even the largest restaurants of the time. An additional wing was added in the 1970s,
and finally in 1993, another addition was completed on the north side, with arts and
communications technology and education in mind. In 1982, it was added to the
National Register of Historical Places, as well as given the status of a Michigan State
Historic Site.
Today, the building and premises are simply known as “The War Memorial” or the
“Russel A. Alger Jr. House” and the War Memorial organization serves over 250,000
people a year through over 3,000 events of a broad variety. The theater features
various special presentations and films and many are open to the public. Concerts are
held inside, as well as out on the lawn by the lake.
With the current pandemic, several parts of the campus were temporarily closed to
the public; however, the timing worked out for planned renovations, and large parts
of the former 1962 addition are being restored and re-worked to even better serve the
community. Today, the War Memorial is open to everyone, with no residency status
required, meaning you do not have to be a resident of the Grosse Pointe communities
to enjoy the events hosted there, or to host an event of your own. Additionally, the
organization hosts a wealth of information through their world-class, interactive
website at warmemorial.org. They are active on Facebook as well, or you can simply
call them at (313) 881-7511 for more information.
Editor's note: ThumbPrint News is not affiliated with the War Memorial and this is not
a paid advertisement. However, we are always interested in learning more about the
story of this building, organization and the people surrounding it, as well as any other
interesting Michigan history. Please feel free to reach out to us by sending an email to
thumbprintnews@comcast.net or by commenting on our Facebook page.

“One of the greatest things a father can do for his children
is to love their mother.” – Howard W. Hunter
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Where Have All the Churches Gone?
By David Gillis,

FIRST
DAY OF

SUMMER

The summer solstice occurs
sometime between June 20-21
in the Northern Hemisphere, and
December 21-22 in the Southern
Hemisphere, occurring when Earth
arrives at the point in its orbit
where the North Pole is at its
maximum tilt (about 23.5 degrees)
toward the Sun, resulting in the
longest day and shortest night of
the calendar year.
To make the most of the summer
solstice, celebrate the light and
nature by engaging in outdoor
activities like making a flower
crown, working in the garden
or playing in the water. You can
find balance on the solstice by
meditating, doing yoga or starting
a gratitude journal. Enjoy time
with your loved ones at a summer
solstice festival, feast or bonfire.

www.abcbees.com
Licensed and Insured

Many months ago, I visited the church
I attended as a child and adolescent in
the small community I called home. The
main church building is a picturesque
brick edifice with beautiful stained-glass
windows. In two more years, this house
of worship will have stood there for 100
years. Over the decades, the structure
was added to as an accommodation for
a growing congregation. At the time I
am recalling, this church was one of the
centerpieces of the community’s social
and spiritual activity.
My visit allowed the opportunity to enter
the old sanctuary and rest in one of the oak
pews I at one time occupied on Sunday
mornings. I just sat staring at the pulpit,
remembering the pastor who delivered
the special Gospel messages each week.
Behind him, I visualized the church’s
choir that always provided those spiritual
hymns that gave the worship service an
inspiring meaning. There was, of course,
the organ and massive piano still a part of
the sanctuary.
As I sat there, I could feel a tear
growing in my eye, partly because of
the remembrance, but also because this
sanctuary was no longer used and had
not been for several years. The dwindling
congregation now met in fellowship each
Sunday morning in a much smaller space

ABC

that seemed more appropriate. In fact,
most of the older building and some of the
additions were not being used at all.
In that same community, some of the
other church buildings I remember are no
longer there. One, a historically recognized
church, had closed and was sold to
someone now using it as a residence. In a
neighboring community, another beautiful
church in the center of town is no longer
used for worship services or any other
form of spiritual fellowship. It is now
a retail antique outlet. Down the street,
another older church had been converted
to a museum, which is rather descriptive
of what is happening to our churches
nationally. They are becoming antiquated.
Too many churches are becoming mere
shadows of what they were not too many
years ago. So, where have all the churches
gone?
What is happening to the churches in
the small towns I have described is not
just occurring there or in the Michigan
Thumb Area. It relates to a national
spiritual health problem that is not
necessarily synonymous with church size
or community demographics.
As a child, the church provided a
foundation that I did not fully understand,
or even accept, until I was well into
adulthood. A recommitment to that
foundational base and the
changes now occurring
has caused me to focus
some attention as to
why the churches we
grew up in and with are
now disappearing or
barely existing. Why
do many churches seem
to eventually gravitate
toward stagnation,
decline or disappearance?

ThumbPrint News Columnist

I believe that matter is not so much
about church size as it is the churches’
effectiveness in preparing disciples to
deliver the Word. That is a concern for
all churches, no matter their size. Do
congregations today maintain a tendency
to focus more inwardly over time? Have
churches strayed away from a biblical
focus and, in the process, failed to make
disciples? Does our sociology and
demographics impact the church life
cycle? Just how strong and committed is
the level of influence of congregational
leaders? Seemingly, questions I have no
answers for.
So, I return to the question first posed:
Where have all the churches gone? In the
very strictest sense, many congregations
remain. Not all have officially closed their
doors or maintain an empty sanctuary.
Many, however, are barely holding on
and others are no longer making disciples.
I really do not have the answer, or
maybe I do in my comments regarding
discipleship. Can the solution be found
within the church rather than outside its
walls? I do not profess to have an answer
to that either, but it is something we all
should ponder if at all concerned about the
future spiritual foundations of our children
and grandchildren.
I certainly had no intention of offending
anyone with what I have alluded to here and,
if I did, I apologize. I very simply believe
that had not that now empty sanctuary
been there to provide the foundation I
am now grateful for, I would be lost and
maybe not even aware I was. I sincerely
hope that we within our communities find
the ways to bring renewed life to those
sanctuaries and spiritual foundations for
the next generations. Let us not in the
future ask ourselves, “Where has my
church gone?”
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“When in doubt, be still and wait; when doubt no
longer exists for you, then go forward with courage.
So long as mists envelop you, be still; be still till
the sunlight pours through and dispels the mists,
as it surely will. Then act with courage.”
Chief White Eagle - c. 1825 - February 3, 1914
Ponca Tribe, Oklahoma
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Thoughts on the Spittle Bug
By Rix Quinn,

ThumbPrint News Columnist

The world’s greatest athlete may be the spittle
bug, who’s jumpier than a
pickpocket at a police station.
The adult spittle measures
only one-fourth inch long. But
this guy possesses remarkable
leg strength, and if you gave
him a toothpick, he could probably pole vault.
This powerful dude can leap two feet. No, not
jump over my shoes, but actually bound 24
inches, or 96 TIMES its size!
That’s like a six-foot man clearing a 48-story
building. I never saw anybody do this, but one time
my friend Tom jumped to the wrong conclusion,
and his girlfriend told him to take a flying leap.
Actually, the animal kingdom is filled with great athletes. A cheetah
can run nearly 70 mph. A millipede can walk on 1,000 legs without
stepping on anyone’s toes.
And the ant can lift 50 times its weight, much more than its insect
counterpart, the uncle.
When it comes to endurance, few can top those amazing birds, the
arctic terns. In the course of a year, some migrate up to 22,000
miles.
But one flock member misjudged his altitude, collided with a dizzy
eagle, and landed on a sheep.
That’s how he became the first “ill eagle ewe tern.”
www.freepik.com/Background vector created by macrovector

For more little stories with interesting ideas, subscribe to my short blog.
Here’s the link: www.quinnminute.com.
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TEC Students Excel in State Competition
– Two to Compete at Nationals –

Four students in the Digital Media Technology program at St. Clair TEC won
awards at the 2021 Michigan SkillsUSA virtual contest.
The students worked remotely to create their projects.
The TEC Winners
Audio Production (team of 2) – Bronze Medal
● Kristian Duffy - Port Huron Northern High School, senior
● Maria Falleti - Marine City High School, senior
Digital Cinema Production (team of 2) – Gold Medal
● Noah Atherton - Port Huron Northern High School, senior
● Zachary Floyd - Virtual Learning Academy, senior
Noah Atherton and Zachary Floyd will represent
Michigan at the National Virtual SkillsUSA competition
in June.
Lesley Murphy is the instructor of the Digital Media
SkillsUSA state champions
Technology program at St. Clair TEC and Ann Frederick
Zach and Noah
is the paraprofessional.
SkillsUSA is a national nonprofit organization serving more than 310,000 high
school and college students who are preparing for careers in trade, technical, and
skilled service occupations. The SkillsUSA competition is an annual event designed
to gauge students’ mastery of various career-oriented skills and showcase the best
career and technical education students in the nation.
About St. Clair CountyTEC
The St. Clair County Technical Education Center (TEC) provides career-oriented programs to
high school juniors and seniors.TEC offers program choices to students, on- and off-site. Programs
provide students the opportunity to earn high school elective and academic credit, college
credit, and state or national certification. More information is available on the TEC website at
www.sctec.org.
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CLASSIFIED ADS $15 & UP. CALL (810) 794-2300 TODAY!
Help Wanted
SUBWAY SANDWICH IS HIRING. Macomb and
Oakland Counties. Up to $16 an hour. Call or text
(586) 216-2124.

MOTORCYCLE MECHANIC WANTED.

Experienced & own tools. Call (586) 727-3697 or
email richmondcycle@frontier.com.
AARO COMPANIES, Janitors for banks and office
cleaning. PT evening positions available. Placed
within 10 miles of your home. (586) 759-3700.
To learn more visit www.aarocompanies.com.

For Sale
NOW EXCEL AT FISHING ANYWHERE!

Shore, boat, lake, river, stream, pond and ice. All
baits – all species – all presentations. All in one
book! $34.95, author special $29.95. Makes an
excellent gift. Call for info 9:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.
(586) 781-5777. Author Larry R. Walter Senior.

Wanted to Buy
MOTORCYCLES & ATVS WANTED. DEAD or

CEMENT FINISHERS AND LABORERS
WANTED. Pay commensurate with experience.

ALIVE – cash waiting! Also buying motorcycle parts.
Email richmondcycle@frontier.com or call
(586) 855-9420.

LANDSCAPING / GARDEN WORK.

OLD GAS & OIL SIGNS, OLD GAS PUMPS,
AIR METERS AND OLD FARM & SODA SIGNS.

Salvaggio & Co. Construction, call (586) 344-4325.
Looking to hire several persons for full and
part-time seasonal help. Pay starts at $12/hr.
Responsibility Requirements: Grass-cutting,
weed-whacking, weeding and hoeing, tree branch
trimming, digging, operating power tools, painting,
small construction projects, as well as various
additional landscaping tasks.
Qualifications: Must be physically able to lift
50 lbs. Able to withstand a wide variety of
temperature changes, a team player, and must be
willing to take directions from the project manager.
Gardens are located in Algonac, Michigan.
Some flexibility in hours – mostly weekdays, few
weekends. Job until October, weather permitting.
Potentially limited hours available after October.
Call (810) 614-8036 if interested.

OPENINGS AT ABC HOME & COMMERCIAL
SERVICES: CDL DRIVER FOR SEPTIC TRUCK
AND GENERAL LABORER NEEDED. Immediate

need for CDL drivers, endorsement helpful, but not
required. Will train. General Laborer applicant must
be motivated, responsible, over 18 with a valid
Michigan Driver's License. To learn more and apply,
call (810) 794-5678 or visit abcbees.com.

FOXFIRE FIXIN'S HAS IMMEDIATE NEED
FOR: dishwashers, bussers, prep cooks, cooks,

bakers, waitresses and bartenders. Flexible hours.
Full and part-time available. To set up an in-person
interview please text (810) 614-8040.

For Rent

FOR ADVERTISING RATES CALL (810) 794-2300.

Willing to pay cash. Honest and fair. Call or text
Steve at (248) 245-7845.
WILL PAY CASH for guitars! Electric or Acoustic.
American-made only. Fender, Gibson, older
Epiphones, Rickenbacker, Gretsch, Taylor, Dobro,
Danelectro, Mosrite, Martin, Guild and
more. Call (586) 491-5405.

Dead or Alive

586-588-2541
24 Hour Gym &
Tanning Access

2 Great Locations!

BUYING, SELLING AND
BROKERING:
Used metalworking
machinery. CNC or
manual. One machine
or entire plant. Lathes,
machining centers,
mills, grinders, etc.
Call (586) 754-9200.

Marysville— 782 Huron Blvd.
St. Clair— 201 N. Riverside Ave.

810-364-4650

AFFORDABLE
FITNESS FOR

EVERYONE

OPEN
24/7

www.vikingfitnesscenters.com
Free Pool Access Super 8, Marysville

BUYING WWII, VIETNAM & ALL MILITARY
ITEMS, Helmets, Uniforms, Patches, Medals,
Flags, Daggers, Pictures and more. Cash paid!
Will travel. Call or text Jay at (586) 601-8516.

WANTED CLASSIC CAR

From 1930 to 1995. Up to $15,000 paid.
KELLY (248) 338-0852. Macomb Twp. Call 7 days.

storage solutions
Indoor / Outdoor • Boat • RV
Classic Car Storage

General

MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA CONDO
sleeps six, low summer rates starting at $1,673
(inclusive) weekly. Wireless internet, outdoor,
enclosed heated pool. Call (586) 648-6168 or
visit us online at gilliganscondo.com.

Painting
NEED A HANDYMAN OR SOME PAINTING
DONE? Handyman/Painter with 24 years of
experience. High quality work and competitive
rates. All work guaranteed to meet your
satisfaction. Call Dave at (810) 824-2888.

PIANO LESSONS, offered in the convenience of

your home! In this busy world, it's hard to get your
child to one more appointment. Let me bring this
training to you! 30+ years experience. All ages, all
keyboards, beginners to advanced. Serving Lapeer,
Sanilac, St. Clair & Macomb counties, north of
32 Mile Road. Call Judy at (989) 635-0536.

EXPERIENCE ELEGANCE IN ALGONAC!

The Algonac Banquet Center is available for rental
for all occasions. Located at 1905 Mill Street in
Algonac. For questions or to book, call Keith at
(248) 207-6153.

    
 
  

844-786-7767
4743 Gratiot Ave., St. Clair, MI
Check out the Wheelin' Podcast
with Keith and Johnny Orange.
You can download it for free at iTunes,
iHeartRadio, wheelinradio.com, and from
many of your favorite podcasting sources.

You can also follow us at
facebook.com/wheelinradio

June 2021		
Call ABC Home & Commercial Services at

(810) 794-5678 if you're going batty!

DUMPSTER
RENTAL
We provide high-quality, cost
effective health care to any patient
and family member with short-term,
long-term, or end-of-life care.

WWW.VNABWH.ORG �

®

• TRENCHING • DEMO
• YARD DRAINS

Demoli�on Service
Disposal / Junk Removal

• Home Health Care
• Private Duty
• Hospice Care

810-580-4101

(810) 984-4131

Licensed and Insured
Free Es�mates

• Complete
Auto Repair
• Computer
Diagnostics
• Electrical
• Alignments
• Exhaust Repair
• Custom Exhaust
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LICENSED AND INSURED

248-408-5976

MIDLAND

THOMAS

and
Screen II, LLC
Anchor Glass

WHAT FURNITURE NEEDS TO
BE REPAIRED AT YOUR HOME?

• Doors
• Shower Doors
• Windows • Insulated Glass
• Screen Repair • Custom Mirrors

CALL

586-839-1136
KARL TRIMBOLI

Ed Bickley
(586) 725-7107
Fax (586) 725-7112

7200 RIVER ROAD
MARINE CITY, MI 48039
810-765-Y ALL (9255)
WWW.FOXFIREFIXINS.COM

8900 Dixie Hwy., Fair Haven, MI 48023

40+ YEARS EXPERIENCE • FREE INSPECTIONS
T H E C H A I R M A N F U R N I T U R E R E PA I R . C O M

‘

★

★ ★ ★ ★
★ ★ ★
Garages • Basements • Barns • Deck/Shed Removal • Estate Sales • Car Removal
Attics • Fire & Flood Damage • Tractor Work Available • Complete Clean-Up Service
★

★

ThumbPrint
News

Complete Trash-Out Specialists ~ Uniformed Staff
35+ Years Experience ~ Same Day Service ~ Fully Insured & Bonded

Sanilac

Genesee

Lapeer

Oakland

PEST INSPECTIONS
C
A
L
L

BEES
ABC

OUR OFFICE WILL ISSUE
YOU THE MANDADORY
FORM (NPMA-33).
VALID FOR 90 DAYS.

abcbees@comcast.net • abcbees.com • Licensed & Insured

EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE

An Independently Owned and Operated Michigan Newspaper

We cover six
counties
and have
nearly
1,000
Drop
Locations!

10% OFF

WITH
THIS AD

St. Clair
Macomb

24-HOUR
EMERGENCY
SERVICE

FREE
ESTIMATES

Including
Harsens Island

You can find our entire
Drop Location List online at
WWW.THUMBPRINTNEWS.COM,
or you can make a suggestion
for a new location near you!

(810) 794-2300

Residential & Commercial
Plumbing Service
Licensed & Insured
Serving St. Clair & Surrounding Communities

4770 Galbraith Lane, Clyde, MI 48049
Master Plumber
License #8112453

810.324.2024

Visit www.ThumbPrintNews.com to read online today!
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Every House Needs a Special Corner
By Patricia Cosner Kubic,

If you have an event in July that you would like listed in the July issue of ThumbPrint News, email it to
ThumbPrintNews@comcast.net by June 12, 2021. There is no charge for the listing. Limited space is available
for publishing events in this section. If it becomes necessary to eliminate some of the events that were submitted
to us, we apologize. Events that were submitted earliest and non-profit events will be given the first priority.
Editor’s note: Before traveling beyond your hometown to attend any of these events, please call ahead for any
changes in dates or times or for any cancellations.

GENESEE

No events were submitted for
Genesee County this month.

LAPEER

No events were submitted for
Lapeer County this month.

MACOMB

All of Macomb County
All of June
Woman’s Life Chapter 855
Bottles and Cans Drive, helping

those in need in our community. Make a
difference today by donating. For larger
donations, we have a pickup service.
Call (810) 392-5136 for pickup or drop
off places in Memphis, Richmond and
Chesterfield.

OAKLAND

No events were submitted for
Oakland County this month.

ST. CLAIR

Marysville – June
4, 11, 18 & 25
Knights of Columbus #9526 13th
Annual Farmers Market, Marysville
Park waterfront across from the old
boat launch, 8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Vendors wanted – all are welcome.

Runs every Friday until October. For
more information call (810) 985-8420 or
(810) 824-7435.

Kimball – June 25
25th Annual Pink Ribbon Golf
Outing, Solitude Links Golf Club, 5810

Flinchbaugh Rd. Golfers are invited
to celebrate on the links with us for
either a nine-hole flight in the morning
beginning at 7:30 a.m. or an 18-hole
flight in the afternoon beginning at 11:30
a.m. Hosted by Lake Huron Foundation,
this event helps save lives of women in
our community by encouraging women
to take advantage of early detection
and screening procedures when it
comes to breast cancer. Funds raised
from this event are used to provide
screening and treatment for those who
lack health insurance and the financial
resources to pay for their care. Flights
include a boxed breakfast or a boxed
lunch. Golfers can register online at
LHFPinkRibbon2021.eventbrite.com.
Deadline for registration is June 18.
For more information contact Mallory
at (810) 216-1675 or at
mmichaluk@primehealthcare.com.

SANILAC

No events were submitted for
Sanilac County this month.

board games

Solution

So what’s in your corner (a question
not to be confused with “Who’s in your
corner?”)? Alas, it’s a good question, too.
But this morning, I looked at a corner
in my and Robert’s, my husband’s,
bedroom and had that feeling of seeing
it for the first time. Typically, I never give
the corner a second look. Really, after
most of us arrange things in a room,
we don’t give it too much thought, or at
least I don’t.
But today, the corner came together
in a quick glance as it hadn’t in a long
time. After I took a quick inventory of
what was there, I was surprised that so
much is in such a small space. I don’t
live in a McMansion-sized home, so my
bedroom does not come with a sitting
area – it’s basically a rectangle-shaped
room.
The first thing in that corner that
caught my attention was the wood
rocking chair. I bought this chair, circa
1985, from Paul, a department director
at a Detroit hospital where I worked
as a secretary. Paul was an older
gentleman who was downsizing his and
his wife’s home. During those days, I
was balancing paying rent and tuition
payments, so used furniture was the
way to go. Paul went on to tell me that
his wife rocked their babies to sleep in
that chair. My guess is those precious
moments happened circa 1945. And,
this morning, I realized the chair is
about 75 years old.
The second thing I noticed was the
quilt that was folded and lying on the
rocker’s seat – of course, not just any
old quilt. I got it about the same time as
I got the rocker. This quilt, this work of
love, was created by my mom’s mom.
My guess is that my grandma made it
around 1975, which means another oldie
but goodie is in that corner. The quilt
patches are mainly made up of doubleknit fabric. Next to cockroaches, I think
this material is also likely to survive a
nuclear blast. The thread is what wears
out on this masterpiece, and as a tribute
to my grandma’s hard, hard work, Robert
and I mend it regularly.
The third thing in the corner is a silk
flower arrangement that sits on my
nightstand, next to the rocker. My friend,
Kathleen, excels at interior design. I lack
confidence in this area and rely on her
feedback when considering a new pillow
or full blown re-paint. Eleven years ago,
she allowed me to take advantage of
her mad skills. We spent an afternoon
at a vast craft warehouse picking out
silk flowers and dried branches for two
large arrangements. I still remember
her spreading everything out all over
the floor and bringing these two
arrangements to life. I sat quietly,
knowing that “overwhelm” would be the
only feeling I’d have if left to construct
these two arrangements on my own.
But create she did for at least two

ThumbPrint News Columnist

solid hours. I’m still shocked that she
never broke a sweat trying to bring all
these branches together and doing so
while she was eight months pregnant
with her daughter, Cate. I’m now thinking
that assigning the level of “mad skills”
to Kathleen’s interior design talents is
inadequate.
But there is one more thing that
rounds out this three-foot by three-foot
space. On top of my grandma’s guilt, on
that 1940’s momma’s rocker and next to
Kathleen’s flowers, is Glennie, a sevenyear-old kitty we adopted in March
2020.
Glennie has been particularly slow in
warming up to both me and Robert. He
lived with a family for about six years and
then was suddenly surrendered at the
local animal shelter. Understandably,
Glennie has trust issues. No matter, we
are on his schedule and consistently
given him one reason after another to
feel safe forever. Robert and I love that
Glennie has chosen this corner, of all the
corners in our home, to nap. And why
not? The corner is filled with a history of
nurturing.
I took a picture of Glennie in that
corner and texted it a few friends with
a quick description
of the rocker, quilt
and silk flowers.
And, that got
me thinking, so I
asked that group
text: what is your
favorite corner
in your house?
My friend, Angie,
texted back a
picture of the
end of her couch
and
a
colorful
basket next to it. We could see the
permanent dent in the couch, the site of
countless memories of quilting, reading
her Bible and reading stacks of library
books to her grandchildren – another
endearing corner.
Given my lack of home décor design
skills, it’s apparent that my sweet corner
came to be by accident, and boy, how
grateful I am that it did. But maybe your
favorite corner hasn’t come together
yet. No worries, a little thought toward a
nonchalant angle can turn into a tender
space worthy of spending time there for
both humans and felines alike.
You can reach Patricia at pckubic@gmail.com.
Editor’s note: If any of our readers have a
favorite corner in their home or apartment, feel
free to tell us about it in a paragraph or two –
and, of course, include a photograph. Please
send to thumbprintnews@comcast.net. We
may print some of the memories in a future
edition and will send the writer a complimentary
copy of the paper in which it appears.
So please include an address. Photos should be
in high-quality, jpeg format, please.

June 2021		
Call ABC Home & Commercial Services at

(810) 794-5678 for pest inspections!
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TO FILL YOUR GRILL

FROM FATHER’S DAY
TO THE FOURTH OF JULY

KICK OFF THIS GRILLING SEASON WITH US
1167 S. Carney Drive
St. Clair, MI 48079

810-329-4535

For Delightful & Delicious Recipes, visit us online at
www.NeimansFamilyMarket.com or on Facebook!

Visit www.ThumbPrintNews.com to read online today!
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Twin
Mattress
Set

198
reg. $499

Sold in sets only

Queen
Plush
Mattress

1198
reg. $2499

Queen
Tight Top
Set

reg. $699

598
reg. $1299

Twin Set ............................ $298
Full Set .............................. $348
King Set ............................ $598

Twin Set ............................ $398
Full Set .............................. $548
King Set ............................ $998

Queen
Firm
Mattress

Queen
Plush
Mattress

1498
reg. $3299

Hybrid

Hybrid

Queen Box Spring ............. $200
Queen Power Base ............ $899

Queen Box Spring ............. $200
Queen Power Base ............ $899

Queen
Mattress

Queen
Foam Set

398

2199
Queen Box Spring ............ $300
Queen Up Base ................ $899

PLUS
A FREE

$300
VISA GIFT
CARD

1998
reg. $2699

Queen
Firm Set

798
reg. $1699

Full Set .............................. $748
King Set ........................... $1298

Queen
X-Firm
Mattress

2298

June 2021

Queen
Firm
Mattress

1098
reg. $2099

Queen Box Spring ............. $200
Queen Power Base ............ $899

Queen
Mattress

3098

Hybrid
Queen Box Spring ............. $200
Queen Power Base ............ $899

Queen
Mattress

Queen Box Spring ............. $200
Queen Power Base ............ $899

2999

Queen
Mattress

Queen Box Spring ............. $200
Queen Up Base ................. $899

3999
Breeze

Queen Box Spring ............ $300
Queen Up Base ................ $899

Queen Box Spring ............ $300
Queen Up Base ................ $899

